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Have you ever had a company make an unauthorized charge unexpectedly on your credit card? If you do, you know how amazing and annoying it can be. We just had one done on our card by Guidepoint Systems. In September 2008, we bought a new car. To protect our investment from theft, I searched
the internet for a car tracking GPS service similar to Lojack, but something better than Lojack. I thought I'd found it at a company called Guidepoint Systems. We bought the hardware, installed it, and then called them to activate it. When we activated it, one of the available payment plans was for 3 years of
service, all paid in advance. There was a good price incentive to take the plan 3 years, and it would free us from worrying about renewals for a while (we thought). All right, so far so good. A year goes by and in August 2009 I start receiving invoices for 1 year service renewal. Well, I call them and explain
we've taken the plan 3 years. They say, oh yes! We have shown in your account that you are good until September 2011. Just ignore the invoice. Everything is fine until September 2011. Then in September I will receive another invoice, as before. I'm calling them. They look at the account notes and say
Oh yes! We have shown in your account that you are good until September 2011. Just ignore the invoice. Everything is fine until September 2011. So I ask them to stop sending invoices. Definitely. It's all right, it's all right Well, in October, November and December guess what? yes, you're right in front of
me! I continue to get invoices, continue to call them, continue to get the assurance that we are paid until September 2011 and all is well in the world. Now it's January 7th. I'm going online to pay for my credit card. What do you think I'm seeing? Yes, a charge on my credit card from Guidepoint Systems.
I'm finally going to make that accusation. I know I will. But what do you think will probably happen next September? Yes. I bet a doughnut we'll go through this again. Continuous errors like this by people in an organization show a company that is mismanagement and has internal problems. There is an
obvious lack of controls and there is not even any elementary correction process. And for a company that makes mistakes consistently like this has, a strong correction process is largely a necessity. Do you think I will renew my service with Guidepoint after September 2011? Not in your life, knowing what
I know now. Would you? The electronic serial number (ESN) is located together with the Traffic code provided by the dealership when purchasing your vehicle. Thank you and congratulate you on purchasing a Mopar EVTS driver safety device and ease of travel. By choosing Mopar EVTS, you have
opened up a whole new world of services. With proper service plan you can: Stolen GPS vehicle Built-In-Battery Backup E-call Services $1,000 Theft Protection Guarantee transferable to new Plus vehicles, you will have peace of mind that comes with knowing your vehicle - and its passengers - are
always protected. Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint Systems, was evaluated as the #1 Vehicle Monitoring System in North America by two separate independent consulting and research companies, Frost &amp; Sullivan and ABI Research. With Mopar EVTS, Help is on its way! Easily travel anywhere
in the U.S., Canada or Mexico. You can continue to complete your registration online and activate the tracking feature or, if you prefer, we will help you personally in the registration process. To get help with the registration process at any time just call a Mopar EVTS registration specialist at 1-877-4773710. We will help you create your account and activate all the privileges of your members. While we're creating the account for you, you'll only be able to find out about special services and offers for new Mopar EVTS members. Best wishes, Mopar EVTS Extreme lack of communication and incompetent
senior management made this place awful enough to work for. I really couldn't recommend this place to anyone looking for a job they want to enjoy. Was this review helpful? I wouldn't recommend this company. Stressful, unfair, mismanagement. The rules are in constant flux, and the company has
completely changed from being very Customer Service oriented to mostly sales driven. Sometimes you help people. Was this review helpful? A typical day will include helping members, managing the call center that evaluates daily sales numbers, and locating channels to increase revenue. I've learned to

deal with different personalities. personalities who are more sales oriented as opposed to technical skills and support. Connecting with different managers here was difficult as most were narcissistic in their belief that they were always right and didn't always have companies best interest as their goals.
What was mentioned above was the hardest part of the job. Knowing that decisions were made the way they serve themselves and often didn't think through. the most enjoyable part of this job has been watching a team grow, watching people and departments succeed with the right leadership. Working
on global initiatives with other countriesNance this review is useful? Good company, however, Huge area. I had the state of Florida. Lots of trips. On average about 1,000 miles per in my vehicle. Sale of MOPAR EVTS and Nissan VTRS at both of the company's retail facilities. Difficulties in understanding
the profitability of the product and services from the premises. Was this review helpful? The lack of communication and constant changes after my direct report left made achieving goals and maintaining employee morale impossible. Before that, the job was great. Was this review helpful? It's not a one
company, there is no communication between departments, you had to worry about other employees lying all the time. Stealing people's sales consents, no respect Is this review helpful? We want to help you find big companies. Help us be the best! Do these reviews help you learn more about working in
Guidepoint Systems? Security ServicesContance the business for more information about recent service changes. Their concierge service is top notch and when it comes time to buy lifetime subscription (if you plan to keep your car to buy it) Donna will get your good attention. in 2 reviews Anyway, now I
called and realized that I have a ton of features in my car that I didn't even know about. in 2 reviews Even when civil servants seemed indifferent to actively helping me search for the vehicle, they were able to get traction! in 12 reviewsbasining within 48 hours notice. We provide certified/trained armed and
unarmed guards for your security and security needs. Own and operated by licensed and insured, former law enforcement professional over 20 years ... read more Yelp users have not yet asked questions about GuidePoint Systems.Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to modify or
remove their reviews. Find out more.34 other reviews not currently recommended
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